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1. Rivary of Warlords & Gladiator Beasts

For Gladiator Beast, if it's the only one on the field, you can only activate its effect if you have 
a legal target in deck. However, during resolution, you can choose to Special Summon a 
Gladiator Beast of a different type.

For example you have GB Darius on the field, at the end of the Battle Phase, you can only 
activate its effect if you have a legal target (i.e. GB Laquari) in your deck. After which you pay 
for its cost and return GB Darius to your deck. During resolution, as your field is empty now, 
you may choose to Special Summon GB Beastari. As you had chose to Special Summon a GB 
of a different type, you're required to show your opponent that GB Laquari is in your deck as a 
proof that you have a legal target. 

Source: http://yugioh.faq.konami.jp/EokpControl?&lang=en&tid=50508&event=FE0006

2. Necro Gardna & Shadow-Imprisoning Mirror

If Necro Gardna is activated while Shadow-Imprisoning Mirror is on field, the effect of Necro 
Gardna is negated as it is activated in the graveyard. 

The same applies to Shadow-Imprisoning Mirror chained to the effect of Necro Gardna.

Source: http://yugioh.faq.konami.jp/EokpControl?&lang=en&tid=51716&event=FE0006

3. Damage Calculation & Gladiator Beast War Chariot

Kycoo the Ghost Destroyer declares an attack on Gladiator Beast Darius. Gladiator Beast War 
Chariot can be activated in response to Kycoo's effect.

Battle Step: 
• Kycoo propose an attack on GB Darius.
• Both players passed priority. Proceed to Damage Step.

Damage Step:
Substep 1: Start of Damage Step
Substep 2: After Starting the Damage Step
Substep 3: At Damage Calculation
Substep 4: Inflict Battle Damage

• GB Darius is marked as destroyed by battle (but not sent to the graveyard yet).
• Kycoo inflicts 100 damage to the opposing player. 

Substep 5: After Damage Calculation
Substep 6: Immediately After Inflicting Battle Damage
Kycoo's effect activates.

• GB War Chariot activated in response to Kycoo's effect.
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• Kycoo is destroyed by GB War Chariot.
Substep 7: Damage Result; Flip Effects; Destroyed by Battle
Substep 8: At the End of the Damage Step

• GB Darius is sent to the graveyard.

*Note that the monster is only sent to the graveyard at the last substep.

4. Delta Crow - Anti Reverse

If an effect is chained to "Delta Crow - Anti Reverse" so that you no longer control any 
"Blackwing" monsters when resolving the effect, then the effect of "Delta Crow - Anti Reverse" 
still resolves properly and destroys all of your opponent's Set cards. The same applies when 
you control three "Blackwing" monsters and activate "Delta Crow - Anti Reverse" from your 
hand. 

Source: http://yugioh.faq.konami.jp/EokpControl?&lang=en&tid=48555&event=FE0006
Translation from: http://yugioh.wikia.com/wiki/Card_Rulings:Delta_Crow_-_Anti_Reverse

5. Damage Calculation and Honest*

The before-Damage-Calculation-substep and during-Damage-Calculation-substep is replaced 
with just one chain. All attack/defense modifier will have to go on the same chain.

6. Judgment Dragon & Book of Moon*

If Book of Moon is chained to the effect of Judgment Dragon, then Judgment Dragon will 
destroy itself.

7. Black Whirlwind

If an effect like "Trap Hole" is chained to the effect of "Black Whirlwind" so that the Normal 
Summoned "Blackwing" monster is not face-up on the field when resolving the effect of "Black 
Whirlwind", then the effect of "Black Whirlwind" is not applied and you do not add a 
"Blackwing" monster from your Deck to your hand. 

Source: http://yugioh.faq.konami.jp/EokpControl?&lang=en&tid=48625&event=FE0006
Translation from: http://yugioh.wikia.com/wiki/Card_Rulings:Black_Whirlwind

8. Blackwing - Blizzard the Far North

When Blackwing - Blizzard of the Far North is successfully summoned while Black Whirlwind is 
on the field, both effects of Blackwing - Blizzard of the Far North and Black Whirlwind can 
resolve in a chain, and the player will get to choose the order that the effects will enter the 
chain.

Unless the text specify that this card must remain face-up for its effect, then it is to be taken 
that its effect can float (i.e. the effect on chain will still resolve as per normal no matter what 
happened to the monster).
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Effects that requires the monster to be face-up while resolving
• Zombie Master
• Neo-Spacian Dark Panther
• Blackwing - Silverwind the Ascendant 

Effects that float (i.e. their text did not specify that they must remain face-up on the field)
• Lumina, Lightsworn Summoner
• Gladiator Beast Darius
• Junk Synchron
• Debris Dragon
• Blackwing - Blizzard of the Far North

9. Targeting

Targets must always be chosen during activation, and not during resolution.

Source: http://www.yugioh-card.com/japan/howto/rule_book_05_04.html
  http://www.konami-asia.com/th/yugi5d/en/howto/rule_book_05_03.html

10. Brionac, Dragon of the Ice Barrier & Sangan/Goblin Zombie

If "Sangan"/"Goblin Zombie"/etc are used for a Synchro Summon, then their effects are 
mandatory, and must activate as soon as the Synchro Summon is successful.

• If "Goblin Zombie"/etc is used for the Synchro Summon" of "Brionac, Dragon of the Ice 
Barrier", then you cannot activate the Ignition Effect of "Brionac, Dragon of the Ice 
Barrier" before the effect of "Goblin Zombie"/etc activates. Moreover, you cannot 
activate the Ignition Effect of "Brionac, Dragon of the Ice Barrier" in chain to the effect 
of "Goblin Zombie"/etc.

Source: http://yugioh.faq.konami.jp/EokpControl?&lang=en&tid=48101&event=FE0006
Translation from: 
http://yugioh.wikia.com/wiki/Card_Rulings:Brionac,_Dragon_of_the_Ice_Barrier

Additional Notes:
The following promo cards are allowed on the November 15, 2009:

• Gold Sarcophagus
• Gorz the Emissary of Darkness
• Thunder King Rai-Oh
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